Day
Sun June 17
Mon June 18
Tues June 19

Shacharit/Talit
8:15/4:01 am
6:00/4:01 am
6:10/4:01 am

Mincha
8:15 pm
---

Wed June 20
Thurs June 21
Fri June 22

6:10/4:01 am
6:00/4:02 am
6:10/4:02 am

--Mincha 7:15 pm
Candles 8:12 pm

WEEKDAY SHIURIM – in shul, unless otherwise specified
Masora and Me
Sunday
11:30 am
R. Rosenberg
Not this week
Daf HaShavua Sun/Wed
Sunday – 7:30pm
Moshe Ben Habib
Wednesday – 7:30
Parsha and Parshanut
Monday
7:30 pm
R. Rosenberg
Not this week
Gemara Sanhedrin
Tuesday
7:30 pm
R. Rosenberg
Torah Topics
Tuesday
8:20 pm
Michael Cohen
Info for the bulletin
Etzchaimbulletin@ Gmail.com
goes to:
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Shabbat Korach
Bar Mitzvah – Yisrael Dovid Rosenberg

Friday Night

Mincha ………………..………………………………..…...7:15pm
Candlelighting................................…………..…….……….8:10pm

Shabbat Day

Parsha with Barry Gavarin......................................................8:00am
Shacharit (Talit 4:01; Shema: 9:09 am)……….….........,….8:45am
Kiddush is sponsored by the Rosenberg family in collaboration
with their many friends and admirers at Etz Chaim.
Mincha…………………………………....…...…………….8:00pm
Seuda Shlishit is sponsored by the Rosenbergs in honor of Yisrael
Dovid’s Bar Mitzvah.
Maariv…………………………………......….……..........…9:10pm

MEMBER NEWS
Refuah Sheleima wishes to: Marshall Joffe (Moshe Mordechai ben Osnat
Rachel); Yehudis bat Raizel (Benjy Cohen’s mom); Leah Gittel bas Leeba Esther (Leah
Frohlich); Gedula Hadassah bas Ada Devorah; Avigayil Teltzel bas Faiga (Mrs Arleen
Gubin); Baruch Isser ben Mindel (Ellen Minaker’s brother); Yaakov Moshe ben Ettel.

Mazal Tov to: Dina and Rabbi Moshe Rosenberg upon the Bar Mitzvah of Yisrael
Dovid. Mazal Tov to Yisrael Dovid’s siblings and all his friends and family who have
come to celebrate this milestone with him.

Kos Tanchumin to: Rabbi Dr. Ephraim Kanarfogel on the Petira of his beloved
mother, A”H. Shiva has been completed.

Thank you to: All those who sponsored and coordinated last week’s graduation
Kiddush. It was done with taste and helped us celebrate as a family.

Thank you to: to Rivka and Chaim Reich for their donation of 2 taleisim to the shul.
These taleisim will come equipped with techelet, the string dyed blue with special dye
derived from the rare sea snail called Chilazon, which has been rediscovered in our
time. This gift is being made in loving memory of Chaim’s sister, Vivian Zisholts, z’l,
Chaya Yehudit bat HaRav Yosef Matityahu. When the taleisim arrive, we will, beli
neder have a shiur to explain many of the Halakhic issues associated with this revival
of a Mitzvah.

Thank you to: Yisrael Dovid Rosenberg for reading the Parasha and the Haftarah.
Shiur HaChodesh for Women by Women

The Shiur HaChodesh has concluded its sessions for this season and is already hard at
work lining up shiurim and sponsors for next year. For information, contact Hadassah
Waxman. We thank Hadassah and her committee for their extraordinary dedication
to making each class of this series a smashing success. As we see other communities
adopting this model of Talmud Torah and national organizations offering grants for
congregations to begin such programs, we realize how fortunate we have been that
our hard working coordinators have blazed such an impressive trail.

Navigating the Medical System

In the final session of the year, Dr. Barry Kaplan, Clinical Assoc. Prof. of Oncology at
Weill-Cornell, and Dr. Beth Siegel, Director of Breast Services at NYP/Q, discussed
advances in cancer immunotherapy and breast cancer. This session completed yet
another season of crucial briefings on issues of concern to the community. Our
sincerest thanks go to Dr. Mel Breite for once again leveraging his reputation and
contacts to bring us the top people in each field to share such important information.
We are especially appreciative to Howard (and Shani) Schoenfeld for making
themselves available to handle the technical side of our events, ensuring their
success.

In Two Weeks: Scholar-in-Residence
We look forward to spending Shabbat Balak, June 29-30 with Rabbi
Yehoshua Grunstein of the Strauss-Amiel Institute for the training of
Rabbis, whose visits always provide us with inspiration and the latest
briefings in halakhic areas and news from Israel. This year, Rabbi
Grunstein’s topics will include:
Shabbat morning Derasha- Israel at 70; still the "Dawning of our Redemption"?
Shabbat Shuir before Mincha- Can I Disagree with a “Gadol”?
Shabbat after Mincha/at Seuda Shlishit- “Glatt Kosher”- Limited to Food?

Ma’amarei Etz Chaim:

Here is the link to the most recent edition.
More articles are always appreciated. Contributions to gittelawelcher@gmail.com.

And Now For Something Totally Different

Something remarkable happened in our building last Monday evening. A student of
our own Stephen Feder was examined by his teacher and by the founder and sensei
of the Tora Dojo Jewish Karate Association, Dr. Chaim Sober to determine if he
qualified for a black belt. The program, in addition to the awarding of the belt and
accompanying certificate from China, featured stunning performances by Steve Feder
and others in the martial arts. With their permission, we hope to post some of those
performances on our website. The talent, grace, discipline, and respect on display
was very inspirational.

Now’s the Time

With the summer upon us, now is the best time to suggest programs, shiur topics,
and other ways of enhancing life at Etz Chaim. The summer is when a great deal of
the planning for the coming year takes place and your involvement makes it all
happen. Please consider joining a committee or working on an event. Contact
President Alan Sherman or the Rabbi.

